The Evolution of the Emergency Manager: Future Smart Disaster Leadership

NEXTGEN-oriented Emergency Managers know it’s time for a change. Perhaps this is because we have been working within a national emergency management system that has been predicated on a 1970’s philosophy, or because we have realized integrating specialized Weapons of Mass Destruction assets into the response is not likely to help us in all types of disasters. Despite the Emergency Management improvements we have made over the past forty years, leaders and their followers report they are not confident regarding how to prepare for the future. Disasters such as cyber-attacks, infrastructure failures, banking collapse, highly organized terrorist riots, and utility attacks unfold differently than the hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, and winter storms, for which we are prepared. NEXTGEN Emergency Managers will not only need to contend with different types of disasters, but they will also need to apply different leadership practices to prevent an originating event from escalating into second and third order crises. During this session, we will discuss future disasters Emergency Managers will face, a different way to define disasters, and consider the benefit of using strategic foresight to examine the effectiveness of our strategies when responding to future events.
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